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Ego trip

Half century of ‘’Bankside-on-line’’
Bankside magazine started life in 2002 as a hard copy sent in the post . It ran until the
end of 2011, getting less frequent as the cost of printing, postage and time it took to
publish became too great and I changed it to ‘’Bankside-on-line’’ in 2012.
The whole idea of the magazine is to keep members up to date with what is happening in
all areas of the society, and to this end I try and publish as often as I have info.
To do this I need all the feed back I can get , I am happy to publish a mag every day if
there is info of use to the membership.
I do not know of another club that keeps its members as informed, some have an annual
or half annual mag many nothing.
So come on GIVE IT TO ME.

Work parties

This Sunday [ 23rd ] sees a work party at Forty hall Woodlands lake where we will have
the boat out to get to the island and trim the bushes etc and remove the tree at swim
21. Please try and make it.
Meet by the lake forest side 8.30am finish noon.
Gloves any gardening tools and enthusiasm

Fisheries
Fishers green
With a tinge of colour fishing was good for the start usually sudden appearance of anglers
sends the fish into hiding, but a Barbel of 14lbs several Chub were reported others
kept quiet. One angler [not Hollows] said he had two fish but his mate let the cat out
and on further challenge admitted he had 9 carp from the bottom of the relief , his
mate having two. Crayfish are a problem, so try and keep baits up off the bottom and
long tails to keep them moving.
RSA Relief
Only one report. Tench of 7lbs and Carp of 11
Woodlands
The odd day of slow sports but most days good with 11 fish on one day to one member
Turnford
Railway picking up with several good 20+ fish and two 30+.
Boot is really coming on fast with more anglers and more fish being banked, carp to 2lbs
Tench to 9lbs and several good Perch.

Bailiffs
We have a Fishers green committee meeting this Thursday when I hope to find out what
is happening about bailiffing. If info is not forthcoming I will take steps myself to sort
things out and I will let you know the outcome as soon as possible.
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